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ABSTRACT At present, pathological voice recognition is mainly based on the classification of pathological
voice. However, almost all the researches are based on the single vowel \a\ samples, but few on multi-
vowels. In addition, the current researches on multi-vowels recognition are mainly for normal voices, which
are unsuitable for the speech recognition of normal and pathological multi-vowels simultaneously. This
paper concentrates on developing an accurate and robust feature called enhanced-bark line spectrum pair
(E-BLSP) to detect and classify normal and pathological multi-vowels. We explore the impact of E-BLSP
feature on recognition performance and propose an effective method based on the combination of three
features including E-BLSP for pathological and normal multi-vowels. In this paper, first LSP and difference
of adjacent LSP (DAL) features of a vowel are extracted. Then LSP feature is warped at bark domain to get
bark line spectrum pair (BLSP). In addition, then E-BLSP feature is calculated by adjusting BLSP usingDAL
feature. Finally, the adjusted E-BLSP feature and other two traditional features, including linear prediction
cepstrum coefficient (LPCC) andmel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) are applied to support vector
machine (SVM) and deep neural network (DNN) classifiers to explore the classification performance of
single feature and feature combinations for pathological and normal vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/. The results show
that the highest achieved accuracies for DNN and SVM network are 98.6190% and 96.2693%, while the
largest achieved area under curves (AUC) are 0.9925 and 0.9868, correspondingly with the combination of
three features including LPCC, MFCC, and E-BLSP.

INDEX TERMS Pathological voice, multi-vowels, E-BLSP, feature combination, SVM, DNN.

I. INTRODUCTION

Individuals in theworld are increasingly facing the risk of var-
ious pathological voice problems. Around 25% of the world
population suffer from all kinds of voice problems because of
the excessive vocalization caused by their own professions.
Studies conducted give the fact that during the whole life
of Americans, the spread of voice disorders for teachers and
non-teachers account for 57.7% and 28.8%, respectively [1].
In addition, about 33% of teachers present with various voice
disorders at some stage of their lives in the Riyadh area of
Saudi Arabia [2]. According to the survey, 5% of U.S. chil-
dren ages 3-17 have a speech disorder that lasted for a week
or longer during the past 12 months in 2015 [3]. Besides,
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in Saudi Arabia, about 15% of patients visiting King Abdul
Aziz University Hospital in Riyadh suffer from various voice
problems [4]. Further, in the UK, around 2200 people are
diagnosed with the laryngocarcinoma each year [5]. There-
fore, it is very important to identify pathological voices and
then repair them because voice is a means of communication
with other people and the surrounding world.

At present, there are many medical methods for the diag-
nosis and treatment of voice diseases, such as voice micro-
surgical technique, vocal cord injection filling technique
and laryngeal framework surgery. But as invasive examina-
tions, the incompleteness of treatments will affect language
expression and auditory perception of the patients [6]. As a
consequence, working on the digital processing of speech
signals has been found to provide a noninvasive analyti-
cal technique that is considered to be an effective assisting
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tool to recognize pathological voices. In the research for
speech recognition, multi-vowels recognition is the premise
of speaker-independent continuous speech recognition with
large vocabulary. At present, the research object of multi-
vowels recognition is based on normal voices. The features
commonly used in other studies are LPCC, MFCC, for-
mants and so on. A Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)
neural network model was employed to identify these five
vowels {a, e, i, o, u}, further, the effect of the smooth-
ing parameters on the recognition of PNN was also studied
in [7]. In view of the fact that the formant is one of the
most important features in vowel recognition, the formants
of three normal vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ standardized by K-L
transform were used for vowel recognition in [8]. After that,
the reduced sets of MFCCs were adopted in Sharma and
Das [9] to recognize vowels, which greatly improved the
recognition performance for specific voices. Furthermore,
the recognition of Kannada vowels with Euclidean distance
by extracting LPC features of these vowels was performed
in Unnibhavi and Jangamshetti [10], where the experimental
accuracy reached 40%. In addition to the features mentioned
above for vowel recognition, Relative Spectral Transform and
Perceptual Linear Prediction (RASTA-PLP) [11], Amplitude
Modulation Spectrogram (AMS) [12] features, and wavelet-
based features [13] are often used in the field of normal
speech recognition.
In the early researches of pathological voice recognition,

most focused on the binary classification of pathological
voice and normal voice. Considering most acoustic features
have higher recognition performance for pathological vowel
/a/ than other pathological vowels, the research object is
generally pathological vowel /a/. There are different types of
signal analyses that can be used to perform automatic voice
pathology, such as long-term signal features. Jitter, Shimmer
and seven other acoustic features which were extracted from
residual estimator, to evaluate the laryngeal diseases in [14],
where the accuracy of jitter achieved 54.8% for 21 patholo-
gies. A joint time-frequencymethod applied to classify patho-
logical voices in terms of continuous speech signals was pro-
posed in [15]. According to this method, the speech signals
were decomposed firstly by an adaptive time-frequency trans-
form algorithm. Then the extracted features such as octave
max, octave mean, energy ratio, length ratio, and frequency
ratio could be obtained. Finally, statistical pattern classifi-
cation techniques were adopted to classify the pathological
voices. The experiments yielded a classification accuracy
rate of 93.4% using Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
(MEEI) database. Aiming at classifying pathological voice,
a combined method of feature reduction methods including
principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis
followed by SVM was mentioned in [16]. The experimental
results denoted that linear discriminant analysis with SVM
had the best recognition rate of 94.26%. Moreover, features
based on regression such as MPEG-7 audio feature and Mul-
tidirectional Regression features were also used for patho-
logical speech recognition with high accuracies [17], [18].

Aiming to increase the accuracy of the system devel-
oped for automatic detection of pathological voices, [19]
evaluated the discrimination performance of 11 features
extracted by nonlinear analysis, and SVM and GMM
classifiers were combined to get the optimal accuracy
of 98.23%±0.001 with MEEI database. Apart from MEEI
database, Al Nasheri et al. [20] extracted the features includ-
ing maximum peak values, corresponding lag values and
the entropy, and then evaluated the contribution of different
frequency bands to the classification process based onMEEI,
SaarbrÜCken Voice Database (SVD) and Arabic Voice
Pathology Database (AVPD). The highest obtained accura-
cies for classification were 99.54%, 99.53% and 96.02%
for MEEI, SVD and AVPD, respectively, using SVM clas-
sifier. In recent years, MFCC features from MEEI database
were extracted in [21], where the performances of three
machine learning algorithms, namely, DNN, SVM and Gaus-
sian mixture model, were evaluated based on a five fold
cross-validation. The experimental results demonstrated that
DNN obtained higher accuracy (99.32%) than the other two
classifiers. In case of classification features for pathologi-
cal voices, classification performance of glottic features on
MEEI and SVD databases was studied in [22]. The exper-
imental results showed that the optimal classification rates
of SVD and MEEI databases were 99.27% and 93.66%,
respectively. In addition to the glottic features, the Cepstral
Peak Prominence Smoothed (CPPS) distribution was dealt
with in Castellana et al. [23]. The result indicated that the
CPPS features had a strong discrimination performance with
AUC of 0.95.

In order to solve the problem that features and methods
applied to the recognition of normal multi-vowels are unsuit-
able for normal and pathological multi-vowels, first, a new
E-BLSP feature is proposed based on LSP feature which is
the most important acoustic feature affecting the timbre of
vowels with good quantization and interpolation characteris-
tics in this paper. Then a new method based on the combina-
tion of three features including E-BLSP, LPCC and MFCC is
proposed for recognition of normal and pathological multi-
vowels. The proposed method achieves six classifications of
normal vowels /a/, /i/, /u/ and pathological vowels /a/, /i/, /u/
with high recognition rate. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section II describes the methodology
of this paper. Section III presents some experimental results
of our algorithm for pathological multi-vowels recognition.
Finally the conclusion is given in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

A pathological multi-vowels recognition algorithm based on
LSP feature is proposed in this paper. Fig. 1 depicts a block
diagram of the system used in this paper. This paper realizes
the recognition of normal and pathological multi-vowels from
the following three aspects. Firstly, the LSP andDAL features
are extracted from normal and pathological multi-vowels
signals based on the speech spectrum model, and then BLSP
feature is obtained by Bark frequency warping considering
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FIGURE 1. Structure of the proposed algorithm.

the non-uniform sensitivity characteristic that frequency res-
olution of human ears to low frequency is higher than high
frequency. Secondly, in order to enhance the formant strength
at spectrum peaks and improve the recognition rate of
BLSP feature in the classification stage, bidirectional iterative
adjustment of BLSP feature is carried out by using the DAL
feature. At the same time, the BLSP feature is post-filtered
by adjusting enhancement coefficients to get a new feature
named E-BLSP. Thirdly, E-BLSP feature and other features
such as LPCC, MFCC and delta MFCC features are applied
to SVM or DNN classification networks. The discrimina-
tion capabilities of the proposed feature called E-BLSP are
studied and compared with other features mentioned above
along this paper. Thus, a method with the highest classifi-
cation accuracy based on feature combination is proposed.
Moreover, in order to evaluate the classification performance
of different networks, DNN and SVM networks are used in
the study. The experiment in this paper has been carried out
with the following methodology.

A. THE MODEL OF SPEECH SPECTRUM

The concept of Line Spectrum Pair (LSP) was proposed by
Itakura [24] in 1975. LSP feature is the frequency domain
representation of linear prediction coefficients. It not only has
better dynamic range and filtering stability, but also has better
matching characteristics with formants. Position, width and
amplitude of formants are main factors to determine vowel
timbre. Generally speaking, it is enough to describe a vowel
with only the first three formants.
Based on different speech spectrum analysis frameworks,

computing methods of LSP feature are different. Among
these frameworks, the Mel Generalized Cepstrum (MGC)
analysis [25], [26] is one of themost effectivemethods. In this
method, the model spectrum based on MGC can be varied
continuously from all-pole to cepstral modeling by changing
the values of the parameters. We assume that the speech
spectrum system functions can be expressed as:

HMGC (z)

=











(

1 + γ
∑M

m=0
cα,γ (m) z−m∂

)1/γ

, 0 < |γ | ≤ 1

exp
∑M

m=0
cα,γ (m) z−m∂ , γ = 0

(1)

where cα,γ (m) is MGC coefficient, α is Mel parameter and γ

is generalized cepstrum parameter.
GMC model actually establishes a unified speech spec-

trum analysis framework. As shown in Table 1, with dif-
ferent values of (α, γ ), common analytical models include
Auto-Regressive (AR) model, Cepstrum (CEP) model,
Mel Cepstrum (MCEP) model and Warped Linear Predic-
tion (WLP) model.
According to GMC theory, for the same Mel parameter α,

AR model can describe spectral peaks more effectively, and
its orders should be consistent with the number of formants.
CEP model corresponding to γ = 0 portrays valleys of the
spectrum more effectively, but it is not as clear as the linear
prediction in portraying spectral peaks. For the same gener-
alized cepstrum parameter γ , with the increase of α in the
range of [0, 1), the low-frequency information of spectrum
envelope increases. For the vowel signal studied in this paper,
the vocal tract transfer function is actually an AR model
without considering nasals and fricatives, so AR model is
chosen to calculate the LSP feature. Considering that human
ears have different resolutions for different frequency sig-
nals, LSP feature will be processed by frequency warping in
Part B.

B. FREQUENCY WARPING

Based on AR model, the system function of the linear predic-
tive inverse filter is assumed to be:

A (z) = 1 −
∑p

i=1
aiz

−i (2)

where p is the order of AR model and ai is linear predictive
coefficient. In this case, the amplitude of the linear predictive
spectrum is defined by:
∣
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(3)

where P(ejω) is the (p + 1) − order symmetric polynomial
of A(ejω), Q(ejω) is the (p + 1) − order anti-symmetric
polynomial ofA(ejω), cos θi and cosωi are expressions of LSP
coefficients in cosine domain, θi and ωi are Linear Spectrum
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TABLE 1. Several examples of MGC model.

Frequency (LSF) features corresponding to LSP coefficients.
DAL feature is defined by:

DALi = li+1 − li i = 1, 2, . . .M (M < N ) (4)

where DALi is the i − th order DAL feature, li+1 is the (i +
1) − th order LSP feature.M is the maximum order of DAL
features and N is the maximum order of LSP features.
If θi and ωi are close to each other, they will have strong

resonance characteristics when ω approaches these frequen-
cies. Correspondingly, the peaks of the speech signal spectral
envelope appear at these frequencies. Moreover, LSP fea-
tures can reflect positions of formants, and DAL features
can reflect intensity of formants. The closer LSP distribu-
tion is, the smaller DAL is, and the sharper the spectrum
peak is. Therefore, different vowels can be distinguished by
LSP and DAL features. Fig.2 depicts the boxplot distribu-
tions of 11-order DAL features for normal and pathological
vowels /a/, /i/, /u/.
Figure 2 shows that for normal vowels/a/, /i/, /u/, the rectan-

gular boxes of the first seven orders of DAL features are quite
different. From the variation tendency of medians expressed
as the red lines in rectangular boxes, distribution of the min-
imum value of the first seven orders of DAL for each vowel
signal is different. Accordingly, the corresponding formants
are also different, so the first seven orders of DAL features
have better discrimination capabilities for the three vowels
/a/, /i/ and /u/. Besides, the last four orders of DAL features of
pathological vowel /a/ are completely different from those of
normal vowel /a/, while the last four orders of DAL features of
pathological vowel /i/ and pathological vowel /u/ have many
overlapping parts, which make the discrimination capability
worse. Considering low-order DAL features correspond to
low frequency parts of vowel signals, the above statistical
results show that the pathological changes of vocal cords have
greater effect on high frequency parts of vowel signals than
that on low frequency parts.
Generally speaking, the effect of laryngeal diseases on

vocal cord vibrations is that noise first appears at high fre-
quency parts of the spectrum.With the aggravation of disease,
noise begins to appear gradually at lower frequency parts.
Considering human ear is an auditory organ that can really
distinguish different vowels, it is more reasonable to per-
form frequencywarping based on human auditory perception.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of DAL features of six vowel signals. (a) Normal
vowel /a/. (b) Pathological vowel /a/. (c) Normal vowel /i/.
(d) Pathological vowel /i/. (e) Normal vowel /u/. (f) Pathological
vowel /u/.

It has been studied that frequency discrimination of human
ears to speech signals mainly depends on the role of cochlear
basement membrane, while the vibration of different Bark
frequency bands stimulates different positions of the base-
mentmembrane. In the paper, the Bark transform scale is used
to perform non-linear frequency warping for extracted LSP
features considering that the discrimination of DAL features
in low frequency parts is higher than that in high frequency
parts, and Bark domain tends to truly reflect the sense of
human ears to speech signals.

Distributions of the 12-order LSP features before and after
frequency warping are shown in Fig. 3. Compared with
Fig.3(a), Fig.3 (b) enlarges the low frequency parts of the
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FIGURE 3. Distributions of 12-order LSP and BLSP features.
(a) Distribution of 12-order LSP feature. (b) Distribution of 12-order BLSP
feature.

signal, compresses the high frequency parts, and improves
the discrimination between normal and pathological multi-
vowels. Many scholars have proposed various approximate
functions to express the Bark domain. The warping function
of Bark domain used in this paper are as follows:

Bark = 26.81/ (1 + (1960/f )) − 0.53 (5)

C. ENHANCEMENT

From the analysis of Figure 2, for pathological vowels /a/,
/i/and /u/, because the irregular vibration of vocal cords
caused by pathological changes of vocal cords makes the
voice signal infiltrate into noise components, distribution
of the first seven orders of DAL features is more uniform
than that of the normal vowels. To solve the problem of
poor discrimination performance of BLSP features because
of the formant shifting or even lost caused by the uniform
distribution of DAL features of pathological voice, E-BLSP
features with the retaining inter-dimensional information are
calculated by enhancing and adjusting BLSP features using
DAL in this paper. In this paper a method of bidirectional
iterative is applied to adjust the j-th (j = 2, . . . ,N − 1) order
BLSP feature. After adjustment, the original BLSP features
are directly updated to adjust the next order BLSP features.
{b1, b2, . . . bN }N denote BLSP features of current frame and
N denotes the total orders of BLSP features. The concrete
iteration formulas can be expressed as follows:

b
′

i = bi−1 + ci−1 +
c2i−1

c2i−1 + c2i
[(bi+1 − bi−1) − (ci + ci−1)]

(6)

ci = η (bi+1 − bi) , η < 1, i = 2, 3, . . . ,N − 1 (7)

1) FORWARD ITERATION

Adjusting the j-th order BLSP feature forward from j = 2 to
j = N − 1;

2) BACKWARD ITERATION

Adjusting the j-th order BLSP feature backward from
j = N − 1 to j = 2;

3) AVERAGING

Obtaining E-BLSP features by averaging the BLSP features
of step 1) and step 2).

FIGURE 4. Three-dimensional spectrum of BLSP and E-BLSP.
(a) Three-dimensional spectrum of BLSP. (b) Three-dimensional spectrum
of E-BLSP.

FIGURE 5. Structure of the DNN network.

In formula (7), η is the degree of formant enhancement,
and the smaller η is, the more obvious the enhancement
effect is. The value of η needs to be set reasonably in experi-
ment. Fig. 4 shows three-dimensional spectrum of BLSP and
E-BLSP of just one frame of the pathological voice signal.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the amplitude corresponding to the for-
mant frequency is greatly increased, and the broadening effect
is well suppressed, which greatly enhances the discrimination
capability between normal and pathological multi-vowels.

D. CLASSIFICATION

1) DNN [27]

DNN model contains an input layer, an output layer, and
multiple hidden layers, which aims to form a complex map-
ping function between the input and output vectors. It has
been proved that DNN model can provide a satisfactory
performance in speech recognition applications [28], [29].
As shown in Fig. 5, in DNN, the relationship between the
input vector and the output vector of the first hidden layer
can be expressed as follows:

h1 = f (W1x) + b1 (8)

where W1 and b1 indicate the weight matrix and the bias
vector, respectively. x indicates the input vector, h1 indicates
the output vector of the first hidden layer, and f indicates
activation function. In this paper, the ReLU function with
simple gradient calculation and no gradient disappearance
is selected as activation function. In DNN, the relationship
between current hidden layer and next hidden layer can be
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TABLE 2. Statistics of normal and pathological samples.

written as:

hi+1 = f (Wi+1hi + bi+1) , i = 1, 2, . . .L − 1 (9)

where L is the number of hidden layer. In the last layer
of recognition model, another function, g (·), is adopted on
the output layer to get the output vector y∼.The calculation
formula is shown as follows.

ỹ = g (hL) (10)

where hL indicates the last hidden layer. For recognition
tasks, Softmax function is used as g (·) to transform the
output of neural network into a probability distribution, so as
to optimize the recognition results. Finally, we can get the
predicted labels of testing samples by the trained network and
obtain the recognition rate by comparing the corresponding
preset labels of testing samples.

2) SVM [30]

An SVM is one example of a classifier, which estimates
decision surfaces directly rather than modeling a probability
distribution across the training data. SVM has demonstrated
good performance on several speech recognition problems
[31], [32]. Practical recognition problems typically involve
data that can only be separated using a nonlinear decision
surface. In this case, the optimization of input data involves
the use of kernel-based transformation. That is, the nonlinear
mapping carried out by SVM can map the input data from
low-dimensional space to high-dimensional space by kernel
function. As for kernel function, Radial Basis Function (RBF)
often delivers better performance because of good adaptabil-
ity. Therefore, RBF is applied in this paper, with the definition
as follows:

k (‖x − xc‖) = exp {− ‖x − xc‖ ∧ 2/ (2 ∗ σ) ∧ 2} (11)

where xc is the center of kernel function, σ is the width of
kernel function.

In the classification problems, SVM can follow a proce-
dure to find the separating hyperplanewith the largest margin.
There is a concern here, the classification performance of
SVM depends on the solutions of the aperture of the ker-
nel γ and a penalty parameter c [33], which can avoid the
over-fitting and under-fitting. In this study, SVM based on
RBF kernel function is used to maximize prediction accuracy
with the optimal parameters c and γ obtained from a grid
search method. Specifically, first of all, we get the input
vectors of subject data sets and the corresponding class labels.
Then, these input vectors are divided into K parts, one of
which is reserved as the test set, and the remaining parts are

considered as the training sets. And then recognition model
can be well trained by the training sets. Finally, the trained
model is used to predict labels of test sets. Thus, we can
calculate the predictive accuracy by comparing the predictive
labels of test sets obtained from the trained network and the
preset labels of test sets. The predictive accuracy is defined
as the percentage of subjects that are correctly classified.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. CORPUS OF SPEAKERS

Experiments in this paper are conducted on SVD voice disor-
ders database established by the Institute of Phonetics at Saar-
land University, which is available for free download [34].
This database records separately sustained normal and dif-
ferent kinds of pathological vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ under the
case of different intonations (e.g. normal, low, high, low-
high-low). All voices recorded in SVD database are sampled
at 50 kHz with 16-bit resolution. In the experiment, polyp
and normal multi-vowels recorded by different male and
female speakers aged between 15 and 78 years are selected
for experiments. Moreover, the multi-vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/
with different intonations mentioned above are resampled to
16 kHz for experiment. Table 2 shows the details related to
the subjects who performed the experimental task.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Prior to classification, firstly, six kinds of vowels (nor-
mal /a/, normal /i/, normal/u/, polyp /a/, polyp /i/, polyp
/u/) are preprocessed. In this case, these speech signals are
framed and windowed using 25ms Hamming window with
a 50% frame shift. Then, the 12-order LSP feature based
on AR model, the 12-order LPCC feature [10], the 24-order
MFCC features (12 MFCC and 12 first-order delta) [9],
36-order RASTA-PLP features (12 RASTA-PLP cepstral fea-
ture, 12 first-order delta and 12 second-order delta) [11]
and 15-order AMS feature [12] are calculated frame by
frame. After that, LSP feature is warped at Bark frequency
to obtain 12-order BLSP. Finally, the 11-order DAL fea-
tures are used to iterate forward and backward for BLSP to
enhance the formants. The enhancement coefficient is 0.4 in
the experiment. Thus, for each class of the vowel samples,
the feature vectors of different dimensions corresponding to
different features mentioned above can be obtained to be
used as the input vectors of classification network. There is
a concern here, training data including feature vectors and
corresponding class labels is given, so our experiment is
supervised case.
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TABLE 3. Classification Accuracies and AUCS under seven parameter sets using DNN network.

In the case of classification, 75% of feature vectors of each
class of vowel are randomly selected as the training set and
thus the rest as the testing set. This ensures that each class of
the vowel samples is averagely distributed during the train-
ing and testing stages of classification network. In terms of
SVMnetwork, while searching the optimal penalty parameter
and kernel parameter using K-fold cross validation and grid
searchmethods, the value of K is 5. In terms of DNNnetwork,
for input layer of DNN network, we need to set the dimen-
sion information of input vectors and the total number of
training samples according to different classification features.
In addition, we also set the class labels of vowel samples,
the weight matrix and the bias vector. For hidden layers
of DNN network, we also evaluate the performance among
different DNN structures (i.e. hidden layers and number of
neurons), and the results show that the best performance is
achievedwhen using 2 hidden layers with 100 neurons in each
layer. For our experiments, first, E-BLSP, LPCC and MFCC
features are input into SVM and DNN networks. And then
we study the classification performances of seven parameter
sets (three single features: E-BLSP LPCC, MFCC; four fea-
ture combinations: E-BLSP and LPCC, E-BLSP and MFCC,
LPCC and MFCC, combination of E-BLSP, LPCC and
MFCC). Finally, we compare the classification performances
of the method based on the parameter set with high accu-
racy with other methods based on AMS and RASTA-PLP
features which are often used in the field of normal speech
recognition.

C. RESULTS

The experimental results for pathology classification are rep-
resented in different terms. These terms mainly include accu-
racy (i.e. the ratio between correctly detected samples and

the total number of samples) and the area under Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, called AUC. The ROC
curves are used to represent graphically the performance of
the proposed architecture. In addition, the AUC represents
an estimation of the expected performance of system in a
single scalar. The bigger the value of AUC is, the better
the performance of classifier is. In order to ensure the accu-
racy and statistical significance of the experiments, each
group of the experiments is performed five times and the
average values of evaluation terms are taken as the final
results.

Table 3 and Table 4 show the accuracy of each class,
the average accuracy and AUC obtained independently for
each parameter set using DNN network and SVM network,
respectively. Table 5 shows the comparison of the proposed
method in this paper and other methods based on AMS [12]
and RASTA-PLP [11]. Fig. 6 (a) and Fig.6 (b) plot the ROC
curves of all the methods mentioned in this paper under DNN
and SVM networks, respectively.

As we can see from Table 3 and Table 4, the accuracy of
each class, the average accuracy, and AUC vary from DNN
network to SVM network for the same parameter set used
in this paper. In case of each parameter set, the recognition
performance of three normal vowels is higher than that of the
corresponding pathological vowels, while the accuracies of
vowels /a/ and /i/ are higher than that of vowel /u/ for both
normal and pathological multi-vowels. We can also notice
that the combination of parameter sets have higher accuracies
and larger AUCs than the other single parameter sets. More-
over, the parameter set of three features combined together
including E-BLSP, LPCC, MFCC features have the best
classification performance in this paper. The highest average
accuracies for DNN and SVM networks can reach 98.6190%
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TABLE 4. Classification accuracies and AUCS under seven parameter sets using SVM network.

TABLE 5. Comparison of the proposed method in this paper and other methods based on AMS [12] and RASTA-PLP [11].

and 96.2693%, while the largest values of AUCs can reach
0.9925 and 0.9868, respectively. From Table 3, in the case of
using single features, it is clear that E-BLSP feature proposed
in this paper is the best, and LPCC feature is the worst.
The highest accuracies for E-BLSP, LPCC and MFCC are
97.3600%, 75.5444% and 96.7238%, and the largest values of
AUCs are 0.9894, 0.8781 and 0.9734, respectively. Generally,
the recognition performance of traditional features such as
the MFCC feature for pathological vowel /a/ is higher than
that of other pathological vowels. However, the recognition
performance of E-BLSP feature for polyp vowel /i/ is higher

than that of polyp vowel /a/. In case of combinations of
two features, compared with the single feature cases, the
recognition performance has been improved due to the
introduction of E-BLSP feature. Besides, the best acquired
accuracies for LPCC + E-BLSP, MFCC + E-BLSP and
MFCC + LPCC are 97.7407%, 97.9333% and 96.8571%,
and the largest values of AUCs are 0.9908, 0.9915 and
0.9745, respectively. Table 4 shows that SVM network does
not provide better discrimination capability than DNN net-
work for the same parameter set. Moreover, in all cases the
best classification accuracies and AUCs are achieved using
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FIGURE 6. The ROC curves of all the methods mentioned in this paper
under DNN and SVM networks. (a) The ROC curves of all the methods
mentioned in this paper under DNN network. (b) The ROC curves of all
the methods mentioned in this paper under SVM network.

combination of three features including E-BLSP, LPCC and
MFCC. We can infer from obtained accuracies and AUCs
mentioned in Table 4 that the contribution of individual
feature is less compared with the combination of features
in all cases. Again, similar to the results of DNN network,
E-BLSP feature has more contributions in the classification
of different normal and pathological multi-vowels than the
other two features.
Table 5 shows the comparison of the proposed method

in this paper and other methods based on AMS [12] and
RASTA-PLP [11] commonly used for normal speech recog-
nition. As we can see from Table 5, the accuracy and AUC of
the proposed method in this paper are higher than those of the
two methods based on AMS and RASTA-PLP under two dif-
ferent networks. Besides, for the samemethod, DNN network
shows the better classification performance than SVM. Thus,
the combination of three features including E-BLSP has bet-
ter classification performance than AMS and RASTA-PLP
features for normal and pathological multi-vowels recogni-
tion. In the case of DNN network, the performance of the
method based on AMS feature is the worst. And compared
with the method based on RASTA-PLP feature, the method
in this paper has less computational complexity and higher
classification accuracy.
Fig.6 plots ROC curves of all themethodsmentioned in this

paper under DNN and SVMnetworks. In all cases, combining
the three features including E-BLSP, LPCC and MFCC using
DNN network, the performance is the best with respect to
the performance obtained using other parameter sets or other
methods based on AMS and RASTA-PLP features. Due to
this fact, combination parameter set including E-BLSP fea-
ture is preferred for further analysis combining classifiers.
Besides, there is a clear improvement in the performance of
classification system introducing E-BLSP feature. From the
nine ROC curves mentioned above, it is clear that combina-
tion of three features including E-BLSP using DNN network
serves as a discriminant between normal and pathological
multi-vowels.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we introduce a new feature called E-BLSP,
evaluate the classification performance of three features

(E-BLSP, LPCC, MFCC) on DNN and SVM networks, and
then proposed an effective method based on combination
of three features including E-BLSP for the classification of
normal and pathological multi-vowels. For the three features
(E-BLSP, LPCC, MFCC) studied in this paper, the obtained
accuracies vary from different features in the same classi-
fication, and also vary from one classification network to
another with the same feature. The best acquired accuracies
for DNN and SVM network are 98.6190% and 96.2693%,
respectively, while the largest values of AUCs can reach
0.9925 and 0.9868, respectively, using the three features
together including E-BLSP, LPCC and MFCC. In addition,
the classification performance of the method in this paper
is better than that of other two methods based on AMS and
RASTTA-PLP features by comparison.

The method based on the combination of three features
including E-BLSP greatly improves the accuracies of nor-
mal vowels /a/, /i/, /u/ and pathological vowels /a/, /i/, /u/.
Especially, the recognition performance of this method for
pathological vowel /i/ is better than that of the other tradi-
tional features for pathological vowel /a/, which provides a
new idea for pathological voice recognition research and also
for voice repair of various vowels and more complex words
even sentences.

Regarding the future work, we will explore the classifica-
tion of pathological voice based on more complex vowels
and study other more efficient classification features and
recognition algorithms. Besides, experiments in this paper
are only conducted on SVD voice disorders database. More
experiments with other databases will be carried out to sup-
plement this aspect in the future.
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